In this paper, a few novel data hiding techniques are proposed. These techniques are improvements over the classical LSB data hiding technique and the Fibonacci LSB data-hiding technique proposed by Battisti et al. [1] . The classical LSB technique is the simplest, but using this technique it is possible to embed only in first few bit-planes, since image quality becomes drastically distorted when embedding in higher bit-planes. Battisti et al. [1] proposed an improvement over this by using Fibonacci decomposition technique and generating a different set of virtual bit-planes all together, thereby increasing the number of bit-planes. In this paper, first we mathematically model and generalize this particular approach of virtual bit-plane generation. Then we propose two novel 1 arXiv:1003.3672v1 [cs.CR] 18 Mar 2010 embedding techniques, both of which are special-cases of our generalized model. The first embedding scheme is based on decomposition of a number (pixel-value) in sum of prime numbers, while the second one is based on decomposition in sum of natural numbers. Each of these particular representations generates a different set of (virtual) bit-planes altogether, suitable for embedding purposes. They not only allow one to embed secret message in higher bit-planes but also do it without much distortion, with a much better stego-image quality, in a reliable and secured manner, guaranteeing efficient retrieval of secret message. A comparative performance study between the classical Least Significant Bit (LSB) method, the data hiding technique using Fibonacci -p-Sequence decomposition and our proposed schemes has been done. Theoretical analysis indicates that image quality of the stego-image hidden by the technique using Fibonacci decomposition improves against simple LSB substitution method, while the same using the prime decomposition method improves drastically against that using Fibonacci decomposition technique, and finally the natural number decomposition method is a further improvement against that using prime decomposition technique. Also, optimality for the last technique is proved. For both of our data-hiding techniques, the experimental results show that, the stego-image is visually indistinguishable from the original cover image.
Introduction
Data hiding technique is a new kind of secret communication technology. It has been a hot research topic in recent years, and it is mainly used to convey messages secretly by concealing the presence of communication. While cryptography scrambles the message so that it cannot be understood, steganography hides the data so that it cannot be observed. The main objectives of the steganographic algorithms are to provide confidentiality, data integrity and authentication.
Most steganographic techniques proceed in such a way that the data which has to be hidden inside an image or any other medium like audio, video etc., is broken down into smaller pieces and they are inserted into appropriate locations in the medium in order to hide them. The aim is to make them un-perceivable and to leave no doubts in minds of the hackers who 'step into' media-files to uncover 'useful' information from them. To achieve this goal the critical data has to be hidden in such a way that there is no major difference between the original image and the 'corrupted' image. Only the authorized person knows about the presence of data. The algorithms can make use of the various properties of the image to embed the data without causing easily detectable changes in 2 them. Data embedding or water marking algorithms ( [3] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [14] , [20] ) necessarily have to guarantee the following:
• Presence of embedded data is not visible.
• Ordinary users of the document/image are not affected by the watermark, i.e., a normal user does not see any ambiguity in the clarity of the document/image.
• The watermark can be made visible/retrievable by the creator (and possibly the authorized recipients) when needed; this implies that only the creator has the mechanism to capture the data embedded inside the document/image.
• The watermark is difficult for the other eavesdropper to comprehend and to extract them from the channels.
In this paper, we mainly discuss about using some new decomposition methods in a classical Image Domain Technique, namely LSB technique (Least Significant Bit coding, ( [18] , [19] )), in order to make the technique more secure and hence less predictable. We basically generate an entirely new set of bit planes and embed data bit in these bit planes, using our novel decomposition techniques.
For convenience of description, here, the LSB is called the 0 th bit, the second LSB is called the 1 st bit, and so on. We call the newly-generated set of bit-planes 'virtual', since we do not get these bit-planes in classical binary decomposition of pixels.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 describes the embedding technique in classical LSB and Fibonacci decomposition technique with our modification. Section 4 describes a generalized approach that we follow in our novel data-hiding techniques using prime/natural number decomposition. Section 5 describes the embedding technique using the prime decomposition, while the experimental results obtained using this technique are reported in Section 6. In Section 7, we describe the other embedding technique, i.e., the one using the natural number decomposition, and the experimental results obtained using this technique are reported in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9 we draw our conclusions.
The Classical LSB Technique -Data Hiding by Simple LSB Substitution
Among many different data hiding techniques proposed to embed secret message within images, the LSB data hiding technique is one of the simplest methods for inserting data into digital signals in noise free environments, which merely embeds secret message-bits in a subset of the LSB planes of the image. Probability of changing an LSB in one pixel is not going to affect the probability of changing the LSB of the adjacent or any other pixel in the image. Data hiding tools, such as Steganos, StegoDos, HideBSeek etc are based on the LSB replacement in the spatial domain [2] . But the LSB technique has the following major disadvantages:
• It is more predictable and hence less secure, since there is an obvious statistical difference between the modified and unmodified part of the stego-image.
• Also, as soon as we go from LSB to MSB for selection of bit-planes for our message embedding, the distortion in stego-image is likely to increase exponentially, so it becomes impossible (without noticeable distortion and with exponentially increasing distance from cover-image and stego-image) to use higher bit-planes for embedding without any further processing.
The workarounds may be: Through the random LSB replacement (in stead of sequential), secret messages can be randomly scattered in stego-images, so the security can be improved.
Also, using the approaches given by variable depth LSB algorithm (Chen et al. [21] ), or by the optimal substitution process based on genetic algorithm and local pixel adjustment (Wang et al. [4] ), one is able to hide data to some extent in higher bit-planes as well.
We propose two novel new data-hiding schemes by increasing the available number of bit-planes using new decomposition techniques. Similar approach was given using Fibonacci-p-sequence decomposition technique by Battisti et al. ( [1] , [12] ), but we show the proposed decomposition techniques to be more efficient in terms of generating more virtual bit-planes and maintaining higher quality of stego-image after embedding.
Generalized Fibonacci LSB Data Hiding Technique
This particular technique, proposed by Battisti et al. [1] , investigates a different bit-planes decomposition, based on the Fibonacci-p-sequences, given by,
This technique basically uses Fibonacci-p-sequence decomposition, rather than classical binary decomposition (LSB technique) to obtain different set of bit-planes, embed a secret message-bit into a pixel if it passes the Zeckendorf condition, then while extraction, follow the reverse procedure.
We shall slightly modify the above technique, but before that let us first generalize our approach, put forward a mathematical model and then propose our new data-hiding techniques as special-cases of the generalized model.
For the proposed data hiding techniques our aim will be
• To expand the set of bit-planes and obtain a new different set of virtual bit-planes.
• To embed secret message in higher bit-planes of the cover-image as well, maintaining high image quality, i.e., without much distortion.
• To extract the secret message from the embedded cover-image efficiently and without error.
A Generalized LSB Data Hiding Technique
If we have k-bit cover image, there are only k available bit-planes where secret data can be embedded. Hence we try to find a function f that increases the number of bit-planes from k to n, n ≥ k, by converting the k-bit 8-4-2-1 standard binary pixel representation to some other binary number system with different weights. We also have to ensure less distortion in stego-image with increasing bit plane. As is obvious, in case of classical binary decomposition, the mapping f is identity mapping. But, our job is to find a non-identity mapping that satisfies our end. 
The Number System
We define a number system by defining two things:
• Base (radix) r (digits of the number system ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1})
• Weight function W (.), where W (i) denotes the weight corresponding to i th digit (e.g., for 8-4-2-1 binary system,
Hence, the pair (r, W (.)), defines a number system completely. Obviously, our decimal system can be denoted in this notation as (10, 10 (.) ). A number having representation
1}. This number system may have some redundancy if ∃ more than one representation for the same value, e.g., the same (decimal) value D may be represented as
To eliminate this redundancy and to ensure uniqueness, we should be able to represent one number uniquely in our number system. To achieve this, we must develop some technique, so that for number(s) having multiple (more than one, non-unique) representation in our number system, we can discard all representations but one. One way of doing this may be: from the multiple representations choose the one that has lexicographical highest (or lowest) value, discard all others. We shall use this shortly in case of our prime number system. 
, corresponding to i th bit-plane (LSB = 0 th bit), so that a kbit number (k-bit pixel-value) p k is represented as
i , where b iC ∈ {0, 1} -this is our well-known binary decomposition. Now, our f converts this p k to some virtual pixel representation p n (in a different binary number system) with n (virtual) bit-planes, obviously we need to have n ≥ k to expand number of bit planes. But finding such f is equivalent to finding a new weight function W (.), so that W (i) denotes the weight of i th (virtual) bit plane in our new binary number system, ∀i ∈ Z + {0}. Mathematically, p n = n−1 i=0 b iC .W (i), where b iC ∈ {0, 1} -this is our new decomposition, with the obvious condition that (p k ) (2,2 (.) 
Also, W (i) must have less abrupt changes with respect to i, (i th bit plane, virtual), than that in the case of 2 i , in order to have less distortion while embedding data in higher (virtual) bit planes. We call these expanded set of bit planes as virtual bit planes, since these were not available in the original cover image pixel data.
But, at the same time we must ensure the fact that the function f that we use must be injective, i.e., invertible, unless otherwise we shall not be able to extract the embedded message precisely.
The Number System using Fibonacci p-Sequence Decomposition
Function f proposed by Battisti et al. [1] converts the pixel in binary decomposition to pixel in Fibonacci decomposition using generalized Fibonacci p-sequence, where corresponding weights are F p (n), ∀n ∈ ℵ, i.e., W (.) = F ib p (.), i.e., the number system proposed by them to model virtual bitplanes is (2, F p (.)). Since this number system too has redundancy (we can easily see it by applying pigeon-hole principle), for uniqueness and to make the transformation invertible, Zeckendorf's theorem, has been used.
Modification to ensure uniqueness
Instead of Zeckendorf's theorem, we use our lexicographically higher property. Hence, if a number has more than one representation using Fibonacci p-sequence decomposition, only the one lexicographically highest will be valid. Using this technique we prevent some redundancy also, since numbers in the range [0,
can be represented using n-bit Fibonacci-p-sequence decomposition. For an 8-bit image, the set of all possible pixel-values in the range [0, 255] has the corresponding classical Fibonacci (p = 1, Fibonacci-1-sequence, Fibonacci series ( [10] , [11] , [13] ) ) decomposition as shown in Table- We define a new number system, and as before we denote it as (2, P (.)), where the weight function P (.) is defined as,
p i = i th P rime,
Since the weight function here is composed of prime numbers, we name this number system as prime number system and the decomposition as prime decomposition.
As we have discussed earlier, if a number has more than one representation in our number system, we always choose the lexicographically highest of them as valid, e.g., '3' has two different representations in 3-bit prime number system, namely, 100 and 011, since we have, 100 being lexicographically (from left to right) higher than 011, we choose 100 to be valid representation for 3 in our prime number system and hence discard 011, which is no longer a valid representation in our number system. 3 ≡ max lexicographic (100, 011) ≡ 100. Hence, for our 3-bit example, the valid representations are: 000 ↔ 0, 001 ↔ 1, 010 ↔ 2, 100 ↔ 3, 101 ↔ 4, 110 ↔ 5, 111 ↔ 6. Numbers in the range [0, 6] can be decomposed using our 3-bit prime number system uniquely, with only the representation 011 avoided. Now, let us proceed with this very simplified example to see how the secret data bit is going to be embedded. We shall embed a secret data bit into a (virtual) bit-plane by just simply replacing the corresponding bit by our data bit, if we find that after embedding, the resulting representation is a valid representation in our number system, otherwise we do not embed, just skip. This is only to guarantee the existence of the inverse function and proper extraction of our secret embedded message bit.
Again, let us elucidate by our previous 3-bit example. Let the 3-bit pixel within which we want to embed secret data be of value 2, use prime decomposition to get 010, and we want to embed in the LSB bit-plane, let our secret message bit to be embedded be 1. So, we just replace the pixel LSB 0 by data bit 1 and immediately see that after embedding the pixel, it will become 011, which is not a valid representation, hence we skip this pixel without embedding our secret data bit.
Had we used this pixel value for embedding and after embedding ended up with pixel value 011 (value 3), we might get erroneous result while extraction of the secret bit. Because during extraction decomposition of embedded pixel value 3 would wrongly give 100 instead of 011, and extraction of LSB virtual bit-plane would wrongly give the embedded bit as 0 instead of its true value 1. Figure-3 explains this error pictorially.
Hence, embed secret data bit only to those pixels, where after embedding, we get a valid representation in the number system.
Embedding algorithm
• First we find the set of all prime numbers that are required to decompose a pixel value in a k-bit cover-image, i.e., we need to find a number n ∈ ℵ such that all possible pixel values in the range [0, 2 k − 1] can be represented using first n primes in our n-bit prime number system, so that we get n virtual bit-planes after decomposition. We can use Sieve method, for example, to find primes. (To find the n is quite easy, since we see, using Goldbach conjecture etc, that all pixel-values in the range [0,
Figure 3: Error in not guaranteeing uniqueness of transformation can be represented in our m-bit prime number system, so all we need to do is to find an n such that
, since the highest number that can be represented in n-bit prime number system is
• After finding the primes, we create a map of k-bit (classical binary decomposition) to n-bit numbers (prime decomposition), n > k, marking all the valid representations (as discussed in previous section) in our prime number system. For an 8-bit image the set of all possible pixel-values in the range [0, 255] has the corresponding prime decomposition as shown in Table- 2. As one may notice, the size of the map to be stored has been increased in this case, indicating a slightly greater space complexity.
• Next, for each pixel of the cover image, we choose a (virtual) bit plane, say p th bit-plane and embed the secret data bit into that particular bit plane, by replacing the corresponding bit by the data bit, if and only if we find that after embedding the data bit, the resulting sequence is a valid representation in n-bit prime number system, i.e., exists in the map otherwise discard that particular pixel for data hiding.
• After embedding the secret message bit, we convert the resultant sequence in prime number system back to its value (in classical 8-4-2-1 binary number system) and we get our stego-image. This reverse conversion is easy, since we need to calculate
Extraction algorithm
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The performance analysis : Comparison between classical Binary, Fibonacci and Prime Decomposition
In this section, we do a comparative study between the different decompositions and its effect upon higher-bit-plane data-hiding. We basically try to prove our following two claims, by means of the following theorems from Number Theory [39] :
The Prime Number Theorem : A Polynomial tight bound for Primes
By Tchebychef theorem, 0.92 < π(x) ln(x) x < 1.105, ∀x ≥ 2, where π(x) denotes number of primes not exceeding x, i.e., π(x) = θ x ln x . This leads to famous Prime Number theorem lim n→∞ π(n) (n/ ln(n)) = 1. From this one can show [1] that, if p n be the n th prime, ∃L1, L2 ∈ , such that L1 < pn (n ln(n)) < L2, ∀n ≥ 2, n ∈ Z + , i.e., lim n→∞ pn (n ln(n)) = 1.
A lower bound for the Fibonacci-p-Sequence
The Fibonacci-p-sequence, for p ≥ 1, p ∈ ℵ, is given by,
We prove the following lemmas and find Lemma-1: If the ratio of two consecutive numbers in Fibonacci p-sequence converges to limit α p ∈ + , α p satisfies the equation
Proof:
,
Lemma-2: If α p be a +ve root of the equation x p+1 − x p − 1 = 0, we have 1 < α p < 2, ∀p ∈ ℵ.
Proof: We have,
Also,
From (4), we immediately see the following:
• α p > 0 according to our assumption, hence we can not have α p = 2 (LHS & RHS both becomes 0, that does not satisfy inequality (4)).
• If α p > 2, we have LHS < 0 while RHS > 0 which again does not satisfy inequality (4).
• Hence we have α p < 2, ∀p ∈ ℵ From (5), we have, α p > 1. Combining, we get, 1 < α p < 2, ∀p ∈ ℵ Lemma-3: If α p be a +ve root of the equation x p+1 −x p −1 = 0, where p ∈ ℵ, we have,
We have,
From (6) we can argue,
• α k = α k+1 , since neither of them is 0 or 1 (from lemma-2).
• If α k < α k+1 , we have LHS of inequality (6) < 1, but RHS > 1, since both the terms in RHS will be greater than 1 (by our assumption and by lemma-2), a contradiction.
• Hence, we must have
Again, from (6) we have,
Now
Lemma-4 The following inequalities always hold:
Proof: By Binomial Theorem, we have,
Hence, we have, (k + 1)
Combining, we get,
Lemma-5 The following inequality gives us the lower bound,
where α p is the +ve root of the equation
Proof: We induct on n to show the result.
Base case :
. . .
Step: Let's assume the above result is true ∀m < n, m, n ∈ ℵ, for m > 2p + 1 as well. Then we have,
Hence, we have the following inequality, Table 3 : α 1 is a +ve Root of x 2 − x − 1 = 0, i.e., α 1 ≈ 1.618034
The sequence α p is decreasing in p.
The empirical results illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 also depict the same:
Measures
As we know, Security, embedding distortion and embedding rate can be used as schemes to evaluate the performance of the data hiding schemes. The following are the popular parameters,
• Entropy -A steganographic system is perfectly secure when the statistics of the cover-data and stego-data are identical, which means that the relative entropy between the cover data and the stego-data is zero. Entropy considers the information to be modeled as a probabilistic process that can be measured in a manner that agrees with intuition [38] .The information theoretic approach to steganography holds capacity of the system to be modeled as the ability to transfer information ( [22] , [23] , [37] ).
• Mean Squared Error and SNR -The (weighted) mean squared error between the cover image and the stego-image (embedding distortion) can be used as one of the measures to assess the relative perceptibility of the embedded text. Imperceptibility takes advantage of human psycho visual redundancy, which is very difficult to quantify. Mean square error (MSE) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) can also be used as metrics to Table 4 : α 2 is a +ve Root of x 3 − x 2 − 1 = 0, i.e., α 2 ≈ 1.465571 measure the degree of imperceptibility:
where M and N are the number of rows and number of columns respectively of the cover image, f ij is the pixel value from the cover image, g ij is the pixel value from the stego-image, and L is the peak signal value of the cover image (for 8-bit images, L = 255. In general, for k-bit grayscale image, we have L k = 2 k − 1). Signal to noise ratio quantifies the imperceptibility, by regarding the image as the signal and the message as the noise.
Here, we use a slightly different test-statistic, namely, Worst-case-MeanSquare-Error (WMSE) and the corresponding PSNR (per pixel) as our teststatistics. We define WMSE as follows:
If the secret data-bit is embedded in the i th bitplane of a pixel, the worst-case error-square-per-pixel will be = W SE = |W (i)(1 − 0)| 2 = (W (i)) 2 , corresponding to when the corresponding bit in cover-image toggles in stego-image, after embedding the secret data-bit. For example, worst-case error-square-per-pixel for embedding a secret data-bit in the i th bit plane in case of a pixel in classical binary decomposition is = (2 i ) 2 = 4 i , where i ∈ Z + {0}. If the original k-bit grayscale cover-image has size w × h, we define, W M SE = w × h × (W (i)) 2 = w×h×W SE. Here, we try to minimize this WMSE (hence WSE) and maximize the corresponding PSNR. We use the results (3) and (12) to prove our following claims:
The proposed Prime Decomposition generates more (virtual) bit-planes
Using Classical binary decomposition, for a k-bit cover image, we get only k bit-planes per pixel, where we can embed our secret data bit. From (3) and (12), we get,
Since n. ln n = o(α n p ), it directly implies that p n = o(F p (n)). The maximum (highest) number that can be represented in n-bit number system using our prime decomposition is n−1 i=0 p i , and in case of n-bit number system using Fibonacci p-sequence decomposition is n−1 i=0 F p (i). Now, it is easy to prove that, ∃n 0 ∈ ℵ : ∀n ≥ n 0 we have,
Hence, using same number of bits it is possible to represent more numbers in case of the number system using Fibonacci-p-sequence decomposition, than that in case of the number system using prime decomposition, when number of bits is greater than some threshold. This in turn implies that number of virtual bit-planes generated in case of prime decomposition will be eventually (after some n) more than the corresponding number of virtual bit-planes generated by Fibonacci p-Sequence decomposition.
From the bar-chart shown in Figure-6 , we see, for instance, to represent the pixel value 131, prime number system requires at least 12 bits, while for its Fibonacci counterpart 10 bits suffice. So, at the time of decomposition the same pixel value will generate 12 virtual bit-planes in case of prime decomposition and 10 for the later one, thereby increasing the space for embedding.
Prime Decomposition gives less distortion in higher bit-planes
Here, we assume the secret message length (in bits) is same as image size, for evaluation of our test statistics. For message with different length, the same can similarly be derived in a straight-forward manner.
In case of our Prime Decomposition, WMSE for embedding secret message bit only in l th (virtual) bitplane of each pixel (after expressing a pixel in our prime number system, using prime decomposition technique) = p 2 l , because change in l th bit plane of a pixel simply implies changing of the pixel value by at most l th prime number. From the above discussion and using equation (3), also treating image-size as constant we can immediately conclude, (for l > 0) 
. (13) whereas WMSE in case of classical (traditional) binary (LSB) data hiding technique is given by, W M SE l th bitplane Classical−Binary−Decomposition = θ(4 l ).
The above result implies that the distortion in case of prime decomposition is much less (since polynomial) than in case of classical binary decomposition (in which case it is exponential). Now, let us calculate the WMSE for the embedding technique using Fibonacci p-sequence decomposition. In this case, WMSE for embedding secret message bit only in l th (virtual) bit-plane of each pixel (after expressing it using Fibonacci-1-sequence decomposition) = (F p (l)) 2 , because change in l th plane of a pixel simply implies changing of the pixel value by at most l th Fibonacci number.
From inequality (12), we immediately get that in case of p = 1, i.e., for the Fibonacci-1-sequence decomposition, we have,
Similarly, for other values of p, one can easily derive (by induction) some exponential lower-bounds, which are definitely better than the exponential bound obtained in case of classical binary decomposition, but still they are exponential in nature, even if the base of the exponential lower bound will decrease gradually with increasing p. So, we can generalize the above result by the following,
The sequence α 2 p is decreasing in p . Obviously, Fibonacci-p-sequence decomposition, despite being better than classical binary decomposition, is still exponential and causes much-more distortion in the higher bit-planes, than our prime decomposition, in which case WMSE is polynomial (and not exponential!) in nature. The plot shown in Figure- So from all above discussion, we conclude that Prime Decomposition gives less distortion than its competitors (namely classical binary and Fibonacci Decomposition) while embedding secret message in higher bit-planes.
At a glance, results obtained for test-statistic WMSE, for our k-bit cover image, W M SE l th bitplane P rime Decomposition = θ(l 2 .log 2 (l)).
Also, results for our test-statistic P SN R worst , (P SN R worst ) l th bitplane Binary Decomposition = 10.log 10
(P SN R worst ) l th bitplane P rime Decomposition = 10.log 10
(P SN R worst ) l th bitplane F ibonacci−p Decomposition = 10.log 10
Experimental Results for data-hiding technique using Prime decomposition
We have, as input:
• Cover Image: 8-bit (256 color) gray-level standard image of Lena.
• Secret message length = cover image size, (message string "sandipan" repeated multiple times to fill the cover image size).
• The secret message bits are embedded into one (selected) bit-plane per pixel only, the bitplane is indicated by the variable p .
• The test message is hidden into the chosen bitplane using different decomposition techniques, namely, the classical (traditional) binary (LSB) decomposition, Fibonacci 1-sequence decomposition and Prime decomposition separately and compared.
We get, as output:
• As was obvious from the above theoretical discussions, our experiment supported the fact that was proved mathematically.
• As obvious, as the relative entropy between the cover-image and the stegoimage tends to be more and more positive (i.e., increases), we get more and more visible distortions in image rather than invisible watermark.
• Figure-6 shows gray level [0 . . . 255] vs. frequency plot of the cover image and stego image in case of classical LSB data-hiding technique. As seen from the figure, we get only 8 bit-planes and the frequency distribution (as shown in histograms) and hence the probability mass function [27] corresponding to gray-level values changes abruptly, resulting in an increasing relative entropy between cover-image and stego-image, implying visible distortions, as we move towards higher bit-planes for embedding data bits.
• The next figure ( Figure-7) shows gray level [0 . . . 255] vs. frequency plot of the cover image and stego image in case of data-hiding technique based on Fibonacci decomposition. This figure shows that, we get 12 bit-planes and the probability mass function corresponding to gray-level values changes less abruptly, resulting in a much less relative entropy between cover-image and stego-image, implying less visible distortions, as we move towards higher bit-planes for embedding data bits.
• The next figure ( Figure-8 ) again shows gray level [0 . . . 255] vs. frequency plot of the cover image and stego image in case of data-hiding technique based on Prime decomposition. This figure shows that, we get 15 bitplanes and the change of frequency distribution (and hence probability mass function) corresponding to gray-level values is least when compared to the other two techniques, eventually resulting in a still less relative entropy between the cover image and stego-image, implying least visible distortions, as we move towards higher bitplanes for embedding data bits. • Data-hiding technique using the prime decomposition has a better performance than that of Fibonacci decomposition, the later being more efficient than classical binary decomposition, when judged in terms of embedding secret data bit into higher bit-planes causing least distortion and thereby having least chance of being detected, since one of principal ends of datahiding is to go as long as possible without being detected.
• Using classical binary decomposition, we get here only 8 bit planes (since an 8-bit image), using Fibonacci 1-sequence decomposition we have 12 (virtual) bit-planes, and using prime decomposition we have still higher, namely 15 (virtual) bit-planes.
• As vindicated in Figure-9 , distortion is highest in case of classical binary decomposition, less prominent in case of Fibonacci, and least for prime.
This technique can be enhanced by embedding into more than one (virtual) bit-plane, following the variable-depth data-hiding technique [21] .
Proposed approach 2 : The Natural Number Decomposition Technique
For further improvement in the same line, we introduce a new number system and use transformation into that in order to get more (virtual) bit-planes, and also to have better image quality after embedding data into higher (virtual) bit-planes.
The Proposed Decomposition in Natural Numbers
We define yet another new number system, and as before we denote it as (2, N (.)), where the weight function N (.) is defined as,
Since the weight function here is composed of natural numbers, we name this number system as natural number system and the decomposition as natural number decomposition.
This technique also involves a lot of redundancy. Proving this is again very easy by using pigeonhole principle. Using n bits, we can have 2 n different binary combinations. But, as is obvious and we shall prove shortly that using n bits, all (and only) the numbers in the range [0, n(n + 1)/2], i.e., total n(n+1) 2 + 1 different numbers can be represented using our natural number decomposition. Since by induction one can easily show, 2 n > n(n+1) 2 +1, ∀n ≥ 2, n ∈ ℵ, we conclude, by Pigeon hole principle that, at least 2 representations out of 2 n binary representations will represent the same value. Hence, we have redundancy.
As we need to make our transform one-to-one, what we do is exactly the same that we did in case of prime decomposition: if a number has more than one representation in our number system, we always take the lexicographically highest of them. (e.g., the number 3 has 2 different representations in 3-bit natural number system, namely, 100 and 011, since we have, 1.3 + 0.2 + 0.1 = 3 and 0.3 + 1.2 + 1.1 = 3. But, since 100 is lexicographically (from left to right) higher than 011, we choose 100 to be valid representation for 3 in our natural number system and thus discard 011, which is no longer a valid representation in our number system. 3 ≡ max lexicographic (100, 011) ≡ 100 So, in our 3-bit example, the valid representations are: 000 ↔ 0, 001 ↔ 1, 010 ↔ 2, 100 ↔ 3, 101 ↔ 4, 110 ↔ 5, 111 ↔ 6 Also, to avoid loss of message, we embed secret data bit to only those pixels, where, after embedding we get a valid representation in the number system. It is worth noticing that, up-to 3-bits, the prime number system and the natural number system are identical, after that they are different.
Embedding algorithm
• First, we need to find a number n ∈ ℵ such that all possible pixel values in the range [0, 2 k − 1] can be represented using first n natural numbers in our n-bit prime number system, so that we get n virtual bit-planes after decomposition. To find the n is quite easy, since we see, and we shall prove shortly that, in n-bit Natural Number System, all the numbers in the range [0, n(n+1)/2] can be represented. So, our job reduces to finding an n such that n(n+1) 2 ≥ 2 k − 1, i.e., solving the following quadratic in-equality
• After finding n, we create a map of k-bit (classical binary decomposition) to n-bit numbers (natural number decomposition), n > k , marking all the valid representations (as discussed in previous section) in our natural number system. For an 8-bit image the set of all possible pixel-values in the range [0, 255] has the corresponding natural number decomposition as shown in Table- 5.
For k = 8, we get,
Hence, for an 8-bit image, we get 23 (virtual) bit-planes.
If we recapitulate our earlier result, as we see from the map shown in Table- 2, in case of prime decomposition, it yields much less numbers of (virtual) bit planes (namely 15). Again it is noteworthy that the space to store the map is still increased. Although this computation of the map (one-time computation for a fixed value of k) is slightly more expensive and takes more space to store in case of our natural number decomposition than in case of prime decomposition, the first outperforms the later one when compared in terms of steganographic efficiency, i.e., in terms of embedded image quality, security (since number of virtual bit-planes will be more in case of the first) etc, as will be explained shortly.
Extracting algorithm
The extraction algorithm is exactly the reverse. From the stego-image, we convert each pixel with embedded data bit to its corresponding natural decomposition and from the p th bit-plane extract the secret message bit. Combine all the bits to get the secret message. Since, for efficient implementation, we shall have a hash-map for this conversion, the bit extraction is constant-time, so the secret message extraction will be polynomial (linear) in the length of the message embedded. 
The performance analysis : Comparison between Prime
Decomposition and Natural Number Decomposition
In this section, we do a comparative study between the different decompositions and its effect upon higher-bit-plane data-hiding. We basically try to prove our following claims, 7.4.1 In k-bit Natural Number System, all the numbers in the range [0, k(k + 1)/2] can be represented and only these numbers can be represented
Proof by Induction on k: Basis: k = 1, we can represent only 2 numbers, namely 0 and 1, but we have,
= 1, i.e., all the numbers (and only these numbers) in the range [0, 1], i.e., [0,
] can be represented for k = 1. Induction hypothesis: Let us assume the above result holds ∀k ≤ n, n ∈ ℵ. Now, let us prove the same for k = n + 1. From induction hypothesis, we know, using n bit Natural Number System, all (and only) the numbers in the range [0,
] can be represented. Let us list all the valid representations in n bit,
Now, for (n + 1) bit Natural Number System, we have the weight corresponding to the n th significant Bit (MSB), W (n) = n + 1.
So when the MSB is 0, we have all the numbers in the range [0,
and when the MSB is 1, we get a new set of n(n+1) 2 + 1 numbers
i.e., all the (consecutive) numbers in the range [n + 1,
].
1b 0,n−1 b 0,n−2
So, we get all the numbers in the range [0,
] Also, the maximum number that can be represented (all 1's) using (n + 1) bit Natural Number System. = (n + 1) + (n) + (n − 1) + . . .
, and minimum number that can be represented (all 0's) is 0. Hence, only the numbers in this range can be represented.
Hence, we proved for k = n + 1 also. ⇒ ∀k ∈ ℵ the above result holds.
The proposed Natural Number Decomposition generates more (virtual) bit-planes
Using Classical binary decomposition, for a k-bit cover image, we get only k bitplanes per pixel, where we can embed our secret data bit. From equation (3), we get, p n = θ (n.ln(n)) Since n + 1 = o (n.ln(n)), the weight corresponding to the n th bit in our number system using natural number decomposition eventually becomes much higher than the weight corresponding to the n th bit in the number system using prime decomposition. In n-bit Prime Number System, the numbers in the range [0, n−1 i=0 p i ] can be represented, while in our n-bit Natural Number System, the numbers in the range [0,
] can be represented. Now, it is easy to prove that ∃n 0 ∈ ℵ : ∀n ≥ n 0 , we have,
. Hence, using same number of bits, it is eventually possible to represent more numbers in case of the number system using prime decomposition, than that in case of the number system using natural number decomposition. This in turn implies that number of virtual bit-planes generated in case of natural number decomposition will be eventually more than the corresponding number of virtual bit-planes generated by prime decomposition.
From The bar-chart shown in Figure-10 , we see that, in order to represent the pixel value 92, Natural number system requires at least 14 bits, while for Prime number system 10 bits suffice. So, at the time of decomposition the same pixel value will generate 14 virtual bit-planes in case of natural number decomposition and 10 for the prime, thereby increasing the space for embedding.
Natural Number Decomposition gives less distortion in higher bit-planes
Here we assume the secret message length (in bits) is same as image size, for evaluation of our test statistics. For message with different length, the same can similarly be derived in a straight-forward manner.
In case of Prime Decomposition technique, WMSE for embedding secret message bit only in l th (virtual) bitplane of each pixel (after expressing a pixel in our prime number system, using prime decomposition technique) = p 
In case of our Natural Decomposition, WMSE for embedding secret message bit only in l th (virtual) bit-plane of each pixel (after expressing a pixel in our natural number system, using natural number decomposition technique) = (l + 1) 2 . From above, (treating image-size as constant again) we can immediately conclude, W M SE l th bitplane N atural N umber Decomposition = (l + 1) 2 = θ(l 2 ). The above result implies that the distortion in case of natural number decomposition is much less than that in case of prime decomposition. The plot shown in Figure-11 buttresses our claim, it compares the nature of the weight function in case of prime decomposition against that of the natural number decomposition.
So, from all above discussion, we conclude that Natural Number Decomposition gives less distortion than Prime Decomposition technique, while embedding secret message in higher bit-planes.
At a glance, results obtained for test-statistic WMSE, in case of our k-bit cover image, W M SE l th bitplane Classical Binary Decomposition = θ(4 l ).
W M SE l th bitplane P rime Decomposition = θ(l 2 .log 2 (l)).
W M SE l th bitplane N atural N umber Decomposition = (l + 1)
Also, results for our test-statistic P SN R worst , (P SN R worst ) l th bitplane Classical Binary Decomposition = 10.log 10
(P SN R worst ) l th bitplane N atural N umber Decomposition = 10.log 10
From equations (18) and (19), we see that, WMSE gradually decreased from Binary to Prime and then from Prime to Natural decomposition techniques (minimized in case of Natural number decomposition), ensuring lesser probability of distortion, while PSNR gradually increased along the same direction (maximized in case of Natural number decomposition), implying more impercibility in message hiding.
Natural Number Decomposition is Optimal
This particular decomposition technique is optimal in the sense that it generates maximum number of (virtual) bit-planes and also least distortion while embedding in higher bit-planes, when the weight function is strictly monotonically increasing. Since, among all monotonic strictly increasing sequences of positive integers, natural number sequence is the tightest, all others are subsequences of the natural number sequence. Our generalized model indicates that the optimality of our technique depends on which number system we choose, or more precisely, which weight function we define. Since weight function W : Z + {0} → Z + (Since we are going to represent pixel-values, that are nothing but non-negative integers, the co-domain of our weight function is set of non-negative integers. Also, weight function is assumed to be one-one, otherwise there will be too much redundancy) is optimized when it is defined as W (i) = i + 1, ∀i ∈ Z + {0}, i.e., in case of natural number decomposition.
Since we have, the weight function W : Z + {0} → Z + , that assigns a bit-plane (index) an integral weight, if we assume that weight corresponding to a bit-plane is unique and the weight is monotonically increasing, one of the simplest but yet optimal way to construct such an weight function is to assign consecutive natural number values to the weights corresponding to each bitplane, i.e., W (i) = i + 1, ∀i ∈ Z + {0} (We defined W (i) = i + 1 instead of W (i) = i, since we want all-zero representation for the value 0, in this particular number system). Now, this particular decomposition in virtual bit-planes and embedding technique gives us optimal result. We get optimal performance of any data-hiding technique by minimizing our test-statistic WMSE. For embedding data in l th virtual bit-plane, we have (W M SE) l th bitplane = (W (l)) 2 , so minimizing WMSE implies minimizing the weight function W (.) , but having our weight function allowed to assume integral values only, and also assuming the values assigned by W are unique (W is injective, we discard the un-interesting case when weight-values corresponding to more than one bit-planes are equal), we can without loss of generality assume W to be monotonically increasing But, according to the above condition imposed on W, we see that such strictly increasing W assigning minimum integral weight-values to different bit planes must be linear in bit-plane index.
Put it in another way, for n-bit number system, we need n different weights that are to be assigned to weight-values corresponding to n bit-planes. But, the assigning must also guarantee that these weight values are minimum possible. Such n different positive integral values must be smallest n consecutive natural numbers, i.e., 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. But, our weight function W (i) = i + 1, ∀i ∈ Z + {0} merely gives these values as weights only, hence this technique is optimal.
Using classical binary decomposition, we get k bit planes only corresponding to a k-bit image pixel value, but in case of natural number decomposition, we get, n-bit pixels, where n satisfies, n 2 + n − 2 k+1 + 2 ≥ 0
Experimental Results for Natural Number decomposition technique
We have, again, as input:
• The secret message bits are embedded into one (selected) bit-plane per pixel only, the bitplane is indicated by the variable p.
• The test message is hidden ( [26] ) into the chosen bit-plane using different decomposition techniques, namely, the classical (traditional) binary (LSB) decomposition, Fibonacci 1-sequence decomposition and Prime decomposition separately and compared.
• As was obvious from the above theoretical discussions, our experiment supported the fact that was proved mathematically, i.e., we got more (virtual) bit-planes and less distortion after embedding secret message into the bit-planes in case of Natural and Prime decomposition technique than in case of Fibonacci technique and classical binary LSB data hiding technique. We could also capture the hidden message from the stego-image successfully useing our decoding technique.
• As recapitulation of our earlier experimental result, Figure-8 shows gray level (0 . . . 255) vs. frequency plot of the cover image and stego-image in case of data-hiding technique based on Prime decomposition. This figure shows that, we get 15 bit-planes and the change of frequency distribution (and hence probability mass function) corresponding to graylevel values is least when compared to the other two techniques, eventually resulting in a still less relative entropy between the cover-image and stego-image, implying least visible distortions, as we move towards higher bit-planes for embedding data bits.
• Figure-12 shows gray level (0 . . . 255) vs. frequency plot of the cover image and stego image in case of data-hiding technique based on Natural Number decomposition. We get 23 bit-planes and the change of frequency distribution (and hence probability mass function) corresponding to graylevel values is least when compared to the other two techniques, eventually resulting in a still less relative entropy between the cover-image and stego-image, implying least visible distortions, as we move towards higher bit-planes for embedding data bits.
• Data-hiding technique using the natural number decomposition has a better performance than that of prime decomposition, the later being more efficient than classical binary decomposition, when judged in terms of embedding secret data bit into higher bit-planes causing least distortion and thereby having least chance of being detected, since one of principle ends of data-hiding is to go as long as possible without being detected.
• Using classical binary decomposition, we get here only 8 bit planes (since an 8 bit image), using Fibonacci 1-sequence decomposition we have 12 (virtual) bit-planes, and using prime decomposition we have 15 (virtual) bit-planes, but using natural decomposition, we have the highest, namely, 23 (virtual) bit planes.
• As vindicated in the figures 8 and 9, distortion is much less for natural decomposition, than that in case of prime. This technique can also be enhanced by embedding into more than one (virtual) bit-plane, following the variable-depth data-hiding technique [9] .
• Figures 13 and 14 show comparison of WMSE and PSNR values, respectively, obtained from experimental results. It clearly shows that even for higher bitplanes the secret data can be reliably hidden with quite high PSNR value. Hence, it will be difficult for the attacker to predict the secret embedding bitplane.
• The expermental results were obtained by implementing the algorithms and data hiding techniques in C++ (open source gcc) and (gray-scale) Lena bitmap as input image file. Also the extraction algorithms that described for both the techniques run at linear time in length of message embeded.
Conclusions
This chapter presented very simple methods of data hiding technique using prime numbers / natural numbers. It is shown (both theoretically and experimentally) that the data-hiding technique using prime decomposition outperforms the famous LSB data hiding technique using classical binary decomposition and that using Fibonacci p-sequence decomposition. Also, the technique Figure 14 : Comparison of PSNR values for different data hiding techniques using natural number decomposition outperforms the one using prime decomposition, when thought with respect to embedding secret data bits at higher bit-planes (since number of virtual bit-planes generated also increases) with less detectable distortion. We have shown all our experimental results using the famous Lena image, but since in all our theoretical derivation above we have shown our test-statistic value (WMSE, PSNR) independent of the probability mass function of the gray levels of the input image, the (worst-case) result will be similar if we use any gray-level image as input, instead of the Lena image.
